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GnVarzIt'Q lawyer enters

UVAC takes over for Cutler

Suicide help not
available airtight
by Kirsten Schulze
Staff Writer
Nighttime counseling services for suicidal students at
the University of Maine have
been canceled as a result of
recent problems at Cutler
Health Center.
The burden of nighttimehealth care and counseling
has shifted to Residential
Life and the UMaine
Ambulance
Volunteer
Corps, said Sue Sampson.
coordinator of UVAC.
- "We're getting more calls
now," she said. "We're
getting calls that are not for
ambulance service, but
(rather students) are worried
and want an opinion."
Part of the calls concern
suicidal students, who used
to be taken care of by the
health center cotuiseling services, Sampson said.
Since seven nurses who
workcd the night shift quit
over problems with Cutler's
management, the student
health center is no longer
open 24 hours a day.
"We are not able to sec

students anymore because
we don't have the environment to sec them in," said
Charles Grant, director Of the Counseling Center.
Suicidal students used to
be taken to the health center
at night where a nurse could
assess the situation and the
.student could talk—.W a ,
counselor, Sampson said.
Now the counselors communicate by phone with the
student's resident assistant.
"We're providing consultation services with
UVAC, Residential Life or
the police," Grant said.
"We try to make sure that
someone takes care of them.
If someone is actually
suicidal we have to take
them to the hospital."
But placing UVAC in this
position has put a lot of
pressure on members of the
•volunteer corps.
"It's real hard because
t AC can't make that
assessment(of whether a student is suicidal)," Sampson
said. "We can treat injuries
and can wait for somebody
see CUTLER page 8

• by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
The hazing incident that
resulted in the burning of two
Alpha Chi Omega pledges with
a heated metal stamp was an
isolated incident that got out of
hand, two members of the
University of Maine's greek
system say.
"I do not know of a fraternity or sorority that directs their
pledge program toward hazing," said Jeff Turner, president of Sigma Nu fraternity
and the UMaine Fraternity
Board.
potentially
Although
Involving
iituations
dangeroils
pledges ha ie occurred in the
past. Turner said, fraternity
and sorority members were
responsible enough to step in
and put an end to them.
"There have been certain
situations for potential harm

•
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by Jot Grant
Staff Writer
PORTLAND — A previously unreleased document was
entered as evidence at the probable cause hearing between'
Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
and the University of Maine
Wednesday.
The court will convene
Thursday at 9 a.m. for a decision in the case, in which Gannett is looking for the release of
certain documents pertaining to
the resignation of former
UMaine women's basketball
coach Peter Gavett.
The contents of the new
document, which was entered
as evidence by Howard T.
Reben, attorney for Gavett,
was not released to the public.

'We are seeking information that is properI.) a matter of public
information.'
John K. Murphy,
Cu) Gannett Publishing
Reben mounted a successful
motion to intervene, which
allowed him to represent Gavett
at the hearing.
In the written motion Reben
said the "information is confidential and is not subject to
the Freedom of Information
Act as alleged by the plaintiffs
complaints."
In a July 13 letter to,John K.
Murphy, executive editor of
Guy Gannett's Portland
newspapers, UMaine President

Dale Lick said the university
would not disclose the contents
of employee personnel files
without written authorization
from the employee as a matter
of UMaine System policy.
Murphy made an initial request on July 5 for the Information. Lick responded, saying,
"We have no record of any
final written disciplinary decision regarding Mr. Gavett."
On Sept. 29, after both
groups and their lawyers continued conferring, UMaine
released four of five documents
requested by Gannett.
Given to Gannett were a
handwritten letter of resignation from Gal:co, a confirmation of a two-year contract
siaped by former l'Mainc
see GA VETT page 9

End of IP strike provokes
- mixed emotions in town

JAY. Maine (AP) — Union
rmembers prepared to gather
Wednesday night in this central
Maine mill town for an explanation of why their leaders
abruptly called off a bitter
16-month strike against International Paper Co.
Union officials said the sur
prise end to the walkout has
spurred tension in Jay and the
and they were stopped," he
mood of the 1,200 paper.
said. "It's never gotten out of
workersexpected at the meeting
hand like this before."
was difficult to predict.
Debbie Dutton, president of
"It might he heated, it might
Chi Omega sorority, said initiabe calm, it might blow up at
tion ceremonies can be meanthis point," said John
ingful if they are handled
ChouinardV shop steward for
responsibly.
Local 14 of the United Paper"There are many ceremonies
workers International Union.
that can be beautiful, but they
"A lot of people are angry
can get out of hand," she
and they have a lot of questions
said. "That's what happened to
to ask," Chouinard said.
Alpha Chi Omega. I think they
The meeting was the latest in
missed their goals, policies and
a series of regular weekly sesperspectives."
sions held every Wednesday
Both Dutton and Turner said
night to keep strikers abreast of
the pledge pro.-~ is inrpnetedi rn
the latest developments in the
bring sorority and fraternity
dispute that began over difmembers closer together, not to
ferences in prrmiurn pay and
alienate the piedges.
job assignments but quickly
The two were interviewed by
focused on the status of
a local television station and
replacement workers brought in
The Daily Maine Campus
by management.
Wednesday, a day after univerThe surprise decision to end
sity officials announced at a
the strike means that union
press conference that Alpha
members will be given first option on future job openings at
see HAZING page A

Greeks say hazing
isolated incident

1

new evidence in case

•

the mill, which has been
operated by some 1.050
replacements since the strike
began in June 1987.
IP officials say that while no
new hiring is planned, normal
attrition should make new jobs
available at a rate of about
three a week.
The decision to call off the
strike was made Sunday at
in
headquarters
UPIU
Nashville, Tenn., by leaders of
Local 14 and striking locals
from other IP mills in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, the union
said.
Union'officials said the end
came at a time wncn strikers
faced the prospect of loss of
union strike benefits, the
union's legal status was being
challenged by decertification
elections and there was not
enough support for an expansion of the strike to other IP
mills where union members are
working without contracts.
Also Wednesday, Gov. John
R. McKee:Lan asked International Paper board Chair John
Georges to expedite the rehiring
of former IP workers who lost
their jobs in the strike.
"With over 1,000 former
strikers, the chance of returning to work through attrition is
slim; it could take years before

a return to work offer will
reach most workers," McKernan said in a letter.
McKernan, acknowledging
that the small number of job
openings per week at IP, asked
Georges to speed up the hiring
process for the former strikers
and make available to the
strikers a schedule of potential
openings at the mill next year.
He asked for a "good faith
effort" to return most senior
workers to their jobs so they
can complete their careers at
IP, saying it would help "initiate the healing process in
those communities which have
been so much affected by this
dispute."
Just how many IP workers
want to return to the mill is
unclear. Maine Labor Commissioner John Fitzsimmons said
7 1 1 of the striking IP workers
had enrolled in job-training
nrotrams, and SW of thouwent on to new jobs. About 150
people are currently enrolled in
jot, braining, nc said.
Maine AFL-CIO President
Charles O'Leary said he credits
trade unions, particularly the
carpenters-joines and electrical
workers, with giving many
former IP workers jobs
apprenticeship
through
programs.
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News Briefs

The Third Annual
Maryann Hartman
Awards
Presentation Ceremony

Wyman attacks Mitchell
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —
Republican Senate candidate Jasper S.
Wyman renewed his attack on
Democratic Sen. George J. Mitchell on
Wednesday, accusing the incumbent
of displaying a "punitive and confiscatory attitude toward ordinary taxpayers."
A Mitchell campaign spokesperson,
tarry Benoit, called W yrnan's charges

Honoring three Maine women

Joann Fritsche
Educator

Joan Benoit Samuelson
Athlete

Dorothy Clarke Wilson

"full of distortions, half-truths, and
the
said
and
inaccuracies."
Republican's own stance on corporate
taxation was inconsistent.
Wyman criticized Mitchell for tupporting "major tax increases" in 1983,
1984. 1985 and 1987, while opposing
lower marginal tax rates, reduced
federal spending and tax indexing.

Reagan may help students -

Author
(CPS) — President Ronald
Reagan's last federal education budget
proposal — due out in January, 1989
— may be different from the previous
seven if only because it may ask Congress to increase education funding,
former U.S. Education Secretary
William Bennett hinted Sept. 20, his
last day on the job.

Thursday, October 13, 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Bodwell Lounge, Maine Center for the Arts
Admission:

$12.00 in advance
$15.00 at the door
$ 5.00 for senior citizens
students free but must
reserve by calling 581-1228

The president asked Congress to cut
its funding for federal college pro-

The awards are sponsored by the Women in the Curriculum
Program. Named for the late Professor Maryann Hartman of the
Department of Speech Communication, the awards recognize
women whose achievements provide inspiration to other women.

Overbilling Pentagon bringsfine

Nancy Ogle, associate professor of Music, will sing
Refreshments will be served after the ceremony.

Women in the Curriculum Program-330 Shibles
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COME BE A PART OF IT!

"What you have, in a sense, is a
tragedy," Valukas said. "You have
a company that set out to defraud the
government."
"The only way that type of activity
can be deterred is through swift legal
action." he said.
Sundstrand spokesperson Claude
Vernam was not immediately availabk
for comment, said a secretary in his
Rockford office who would identify
herself only as Karen

Air Force investigates crash

e*

%rim • monv m.

*

*

CHICAGO (AP) — Sundstrand
Corp. has agreed to plead guilty to
fraud charges brought after a federal
investigation revealed the company
had been overbilling the Defense
Department for airplane parts,
authorities said yesterday.
Sundstrand has agreed to pay a $115
million settlement, the largest single
fraud settlement in history, U.S. Attorney Anton Valukas said at a news
conference.
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grams — sometimes by as much al
half — every January' except during
the election years of 198-4 and 1988.
Congress has agreed only fitfully.
In all, federal education appropriations base gone up about 16 percent
since 1981, but an inflation rate during the same period of 25 percent
meant that, in real dollars,
Washington is funnelling 9 percent less
to schools and students than it did at
the start of the Reagan era.

*

OSCODA, Mich (AP) ---• The Air
Force on Wecinesciay iaunchoil an investigation into the crash of a tanker
plane at Wurtsmith Air Force Base in
which all six crew members were killed and 10 passengers, including a
Maine man, were injured. Sgt. Christopher S. Colby of East
Holden, Maine, was identified as
injured.
An Air Force panel's probe of the
crash of the four-engine KC-135
Stratotanker won't likely be completed

until early next year. Air Force C.
Robin Crunun said.
The aircraft, which is used to refuel
other planes in flight, was making its
landing approach when it crashed at
2:20 p.m. Tuesday into the tarmac at
the base in the northeast Lower Peninsula, Air Force Capt. Roger Davis
said.
The base's tower received no distress
call from the plane before it struck the
tarmac, Davis said.

Czech. leader sworn in
PRAGUE,Czechoslovakia(AP)-Premier Ladigav Adarnec and his
Cabinet were sworn in Wednesday,
one day after the most sweeping
leadership changes since a Soviet-led
invasion ended Alexander DubCek's
liberal "Prague spring" of 1968.
.A_darritc replaces Luburnir Sirougaf,
64, who resigned Monday after 18
years as premier and also gave up his
scat on the ruling Communist Party
Politburo.
President Gustav Husak. replaced
as party chief in December by Milos
Jakes, administered the oath. Husak
had led the party since Dubcek was
ousted.

IT'S

In his acceptance spee...h. Adamcc
appeared to confirm expectations that
he would not have Strougal's enthusiasm for the kind of economic and
social reform being promoted by
Mikhail S. Gorbachev in the Soviet
Union.
"we must carry out the program of
restructuring'," he said, but "we
have no rrowic wand •with which we
could change things overnight," according to a report by the official.news
agency
-Tx.
(
Adamec. a 62-year-old former
premier of the Czech Republic and
deputy federal premier, often has
criticized poor economic performance.

COMING!

1988
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Firefighter charged with arson
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JEFFERSON, N.H.(AP) — Forme'
volunteer firefighter Lance Lalumiere
was charged Wednesday with one of the
21 suspicious fires that have plagued
Jefferson since May.
A state police document charged
Lalumiere, 23, with setting an Aug. 23
fire at his brother Michael's home on
Route 116, damaging the front of the
home in this rural White Mountains
community of 850. Lance Lalumiere
reported that fire and was there trying
to put it out when firefighters arrived.
Police would not answer questions at
Lalumiere's arraignment, including his
possible role in other fires. State police
had scheduled a news conference for
later Wednesday about the Jefferson
fires.
Lalumiere, a dishwasher, was forced
out of Jefferson's volunteer fire department earlier this year after moving briefly to a nearby town.
Plainclothes police officers hustled
Lalumiere into the nearby Lancaster
police station shortly after 2 p.m. They
locked the door to a back room for the
arraignment, but the police complaint,
later shown to reporters indicated that
Lancaster District Court Judge Paul
Donovan set cash bail at S50,000.
Lalumiere left in police custody and
It was not known whether he would
make bail.
No one has been killed or seriously injured in the fires, but there have been
numerous close calls.
Rumors of an imminent arrest swept
through the town on Tuesday. Some
•••

3

1

residents who know Lalumiere quickly
came to his defense.
A co-worker who refused to be
quoted by name was among them.
"A couple of times there's been fires
and he's been right here in the room
across from me," said the man.
Lalumiere has been staying at the
Skywood Manor motel in Jefferson
since August. William Perkins, who has
lived at the motel since his home burned in May, also said he doubts Lance is
involved.
"I think they've got the wrong fish in
a cage," Perkins said.
The fires began with a grass fire on
May 5; a barn was the next target, and
by late May an occupied building was
struck.

for eight hours after the fire and searched his home and car.
In recent weeks, he has been followed constantly by police.
In an interview two days after the fire
at his brother's house, Lance told the
weekly Coos County Democrat: "All I

As the toll mounted, many families
began sleeping in shifts and abandoned
vacation and social plans. Some citizens
began nighttime patrols to try to catch
the arsonist. Police feared vigilante
violence.
Recently, residents have become more
resigned to the tension and anxiety.
"I have a feeling we're developing the
same callus you develop in in Belfast or
Beirut," Charles Bond. a state senator
and Jefferson resident said last week.
"If a car bomb is going to blow up in
front of your house, it's going to happen. You're scared, but you have(olive
with it."
The -Jingle felony charge of arson
stems from the 19th fire in the series.
Police questioned Lance Lalumiere

tried to do was save my brother's house
and this is the thanks I get."
"I have nothing to hide," he
added.
In a Democrat interview last month,
Lalumiere again denied any involvement
in the fires.

Give your heart
an extra helping.
Say no to high-tat foods

t
ipArnerican Heart
Association
WERE FIGHTING F-OP
KU? UFE

Examine the Possibilities

A CAREER
IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY
The diagnosis of cancer and benign disease
through the microscopic evaluation of cells.

A Great Way To Apply Your

Science Degree
For an informational packet contact:
School of Cytotechnology
DeGoesbriand Unit
Burlington. Verrnont 05401
‘fedii-al Center Hospital if*rrriont (802) 656-5133
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8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00 P.M. and 12:00 A.M. at the west frorit steps of
the library (facing the back of Alumni Hall).
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 P.M. and 12:30 A.M. in front of Pat's Pizza, Orono.
From the hour to the half hour, the bus will make the following stops:
Ballentine entrance, Estabrooke entrance, York Hall entrance, Oxford
Hall entrance, Cumberland back entrance, Wells Commons(Gym side entrance), between
Alfond arena and TKE, Sigma Chi, ATO, and on to Pat's.
From the half hour to the hour, the bus will stop at different drop off points
on request. The bus will end its run at the library for the reinitiation of the route.

800 P.M. - 100 A.M.

Free

Friday & Saturday Nights

Begins September 23
substance
abuse
service

WHERE?

j
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Walberg named visiting prof.
by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer
Herbert Walberg, an internationally
recognized educator, has been named

•
•
•
•

•

the 1988-89 Mark R. Shibles
Distinguished Visiting Professor for the
University of Maine.
.
The Shibles Professorship allows for
the annual appointment of an

SUGARLOAF
gives you a run
...
for the money.
70 in fact!
A STUDENT SEASON PASSIt
the best ski deal around. Buy now
ski a lot and save a lot! Only $250
with purchase before 10/31/88
la a full season of skiing. Contact
your campus representative today!
Your campus representattue es.
, Athletic Ticket Office
Or

Bill Nichols 108 Hannibal Hamlin

sugariod/usa
Carrabassett ValleysMaine 04947
Telephone 207217 2000

outstanding person with a national
reputation to serve as a consultant to the
university. Mark Shibles Jr. was appointed last year in memory of his
father.
A professor of educational
psychology and research at the University of Illinois in Chicago, Walberg will
be making three- to four- day stints a
month at the university, where he will
lecture to classes and assist with the
Maine Aspirations Project as an adviser
for research.
William Preble, director of the Maine
Aspirations Project, said Walberg
wanted to be here on a full-time basis,
but could not give up his current life in
Chicago.
"We have,--eompromise" Prebel
said. "We keep him (Walberg)informed and he arranges to give us a week a
month. Prebel said Walberg will be speaking
to groups of professors and statewide
organizations when he comes to Maine.
We use him as a leadership person
in the Aspirations Project," Prebel
said.
The Aspirations Project was implemented in 1987 to provide statewide
leadership in education and research services to Maine communities. It includes
the following three areas: model programs, information and assistance, and
research program.
Walberg will be assisting withl2Maine
and will use his expertise in at trast two
of the three goals of the project.
The information and assistance will
enable Walberg to give statewide

Herbert
assistance.
"His research skills and experience
are what we are tapping into." Prebel
said.
Walberg will be a key figure at a
three-day national conference here at —
UMaine in May. He will also be assisting
in a special edition of, "The .Inurnal for
Research in Rural Education," a
University of Maine College of Education publication.
Walberg is the author of more-than25 books and 218 research papers. His
work hifiii;On several awards, including
the Medal of Freedom presented by the
government of Belguim and the Unis er
sity of Liege.

You don't need your parents' money

to buya Macintosh,
"c2jviiCROCOMPU T ER
(
"RESOURCE CENTER
INSTIWOONAt SYSTEMS CEN1ER11 SHifsiES HALL. Mc

Justtheir st ture.
It's never been difficuh for students to comince
their parents of the need for a Macintosh computer
at sctx
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
another thing altogether.
IZ'hich is Mr;,A.pple created the Student Loan I()
Own Program. An ingenious loan pnigram that makes
bu'ictga Macintosh as easy as'ming one
Simply pick up an appliotion at the I:vat:4in
listed below.or all 800-831-LOAN All your
parents need to do is fill it out,sign it. •

and send it. If they qualify. they'll receive a check for
you in iust a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
haniship No appliCation fee.

Bes of all. the loan payments can be spread osrr
as many as 10 years. Which Ors you and your par
ents plenty of time to decide fus who pays for it all

I ntroducin Apple's
Student Inan-to-k/nri Program
(firannii7ed Campus lpfamation)
0190114 Arri* Cuinputo irk Appie Ihe Appk kgo, And
offossmiONNERIPm.m. %at ir*nhare nitreerrd rdrmt 4Apple0exxocc. Int. •
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Operator keeps people in touch
by Linda Rivers
For the Campus
"This is an information center, not
just a switchboard," Dennis Sands
said with a smile in his office at Alumni
Hall.
Sands has been the University of
Maine's telephone operator for 51
/
2
years, handling all telephone calls corning in on the university's main information listing.
When he took the position, the
university was just changing to its new
telephone system. Sands was replacing
two people who had been using a large.
old-fashioned switchboard.
"When I started here I was green,"
Sands said. "I had only been on campus once or twice in my entire life, so
sitting here was a crash course."

en"
'ebel

Nov. a seasoned veteran of the
,switchboard, Sands said nothing surprises him anymore.
"I've gotten all kinds of questions
asked to me over the years," Sands
said. "I just try to keep up on the continual changes and steer people in the
right direction."
Sands said he enjoys working for the
university despite the stress that comes
with the job.

"Most people don't realize what it's
like to take calls one right after
another," Sands said. "It never stops.
But it makes me feel good that people do appreciate what I do," Sands
concluded."A lot of people remember
to say thank you, and that means a
lot."

Campus operator Death Sands.
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CANADIAN
STUDIES
Come Study in Canada
Meet us in the Union
Friday, October 14th.

STUDENT ALUMNI
0%
\411
ASSOCIATION
.1 Wendesday nights 6:00 p.rii
UNIV.

MAINE 04469 0147

t

For more information call 581-4220.
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JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE WAY UP IN NORTHERNMAINE DOESN'T *
MEAN YOU CAN'T LISTEN TO JOHNNY, GLENN, AND THE CELTICS *

I
I
1
1
1
I.

)2f

Join Johnny Most and Glenn Ordway for Celtics action
starting tonight. And stay tuned for details on how
you can win Celtics souvenirs and a free trip to see
the Celtics at Boston Garden. Fiddle and diddle your radio to...

tall

WDME FM 103.1
Pre-season Schedule
Thu. Oct. 13 vs. Cleveland 6:45
Sun. Oct. 23 vs. Madrid Spain 2:45
Fri. Oct. 14 vs. Atlanta
6:45
Wed. Oct. 26 vs. Milwaukee 6:45
Sun. Oct. 16 vs. Atlanta
6:45
Thu. Oct. 27 vs. Milwaukee 6:15
Fri. Oct. 21 vs. Madrid Spain 12:15
Sat. Oct. 29 vs. Washington 6:15
MI OM ON

***********************************************

WHEN?
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Editorial

Rol

Bush's abortion

To the edi

G

eorge Bush's stance on abortion is very clear,
his slogan "Adoption, not abortion" is catchy
and makes an issue that is extremely complicated seem so simple.
Bush's view is that abortion is wrong, and, with certain exceptions (rape, incest, physical harm to the
mother), should be made illegal. His reasoning behind
this is his claim that abortion is presently being used as
birth control. Undoubtedly so, but at S200-S300 an
abortion, using it as birth control is not a very common
occurence.
When questioned as to how offenders would be
punished if such a law were passed, time and time again
Bush has stated that he hasn't worked out all the details
yet. Indeed.
Let's pretend. Just for a minute, that men (they're the
ones who would introduce, pass, and find such a law
constitutional since they make up the majority of people
involved in such decisions) have the right to tell women
what to do with their bodies, and abortion bepmes
illegal.
A woman gets pregnant, and for whatever reason
doesn't want the child. Under the new law she is forced
A BM) Ht ,R_
to bring the fetus to term. Who pays for a new warp.
drobe that wi!! inevitably be needed? Who pays the - CUT C404 m
I
medical fees? Who supports her if, for some radon, she
MO ONE LOOlcE
can't continue her job? How will authorities prevent her-------'
from smoking, drinking, taking drugs, and other ac5TuPtt."
W
tivities that are potentially dangerous to the healthy
4
development of the fetus?
If they do manage to enforce such rules, will this enforcement be extended to expectant mothers who want
their babies? And what about expectant fathers who
smoke? What about parents who smoke around newborns who can't escape the smoke anymore than their
unborn counterparts? Where does it end?
Trying to come up with fair, comprehensive, coherent
legislation on the matter without violating the constitutional and cival rights of women and men would be a
"We ought to go cat ten pizzas
nightmare. It would all come down to who's rights are
I thought it was going to be
at Pat's," or something like
more important: those of the mother or those of the
a simple matter of announcing
that. But if the person who's in
unborn fetus.
my name, filling in a ballot,
the room isn't someone who I
Is this what George Bush had in mind when be came
and leaving my neighborhood
'in with hic catchy clrigan,
to cat
with, i don -I
?J.=
place.
say
and I
"We."
I
say
"Mike
But this capper to a boring
ought
to
eat
ten
pizzas,
but
you
October break took a unique
or
home,"
can
stay
twest,ivitn the help of a man,
something
like
that.
a column critique, and a
So I thought„IWho arc
resulting poll I decided to take.
We's? Am I one of them?
A seemingly simple act had
of the students part of
Are
all
turned into one of those situathe We's? Do I not want to lose
tions that you read about in
Dale?"
mm,
journalistic ethics manuals, and
I decided to conduct a poll,
think about for days (or at least
which
was highly unscientific
minutes).
but still revealing. I decided to
Let
me
explain.
You
see,
Thursday. Getobar 13. itima
wt. HIS meAll
ask some people in Lord Hall
had just finished voting when
1 ick."
and
the Den a question that
this man came up to me and
Thanks for the help.
would
show me, without a
said
hello.
He
knew
me,
and
I
Vertefeuille
Then he said I should really
Jan
shadow
of a doubt, if I, and
knew him, so I said hello back.
watch what I was writing,
Editor
others
like
me were part of the
Of course if I hadn't known
because I had gone far chough
him I wouldn't have replied,
and "we don't want tck, lose
Robert Langlois
"Would you be very upset if
because my mom always told
him."
Dale
Lick quit tomorrow?" I
Business Manager
me nor to calk to Strangers.
Thus, the dilemma. What
asked
42 human guinea pigs.
But anyways, this man, a real
was I to do? Should I boss tqNote
the wording of the
athletic
booster
who
surely
the
Editor
power
and
sit
back, letting
Michael Di Clem Assistant
question,
which would surely
bleeds bluer than Bananas the
injustice run rampant?_ . Or
Dave Gridley. Production Manager
have
drawn
out shy closet We's
Bear,
told
me
that
he
had
heard
should I ignore the advice,
Douglas Kesseil, City Editor
in
the
crowd.'
some
stuff
about
me,
having
perhaps
angering Others'while
Joke Holyoke, Sports Editor
The answers were offered
dined
with
some
campus
bigdoing
Editor
what
I
think
is
Features
right?
Wilcox.
Monica
quickly and without remorse.
wigs, and I guess one of my colThat hurdle was quickly
Keith Braes, Opinion Editor
Responses ranged from, 'Acumns
was
the
topic
of
passed. The man walked away
Mktosel Laberge, Copy Editor
tually I'd be happier than a pig
discussion.
Editor
and
I
knew
I
had
to
Photo
ando.rweide.
continue.
nt)121; %
in . ." to "No, and I say
Of course, this revelation
The man's words ran through
%scott enditto. Advertising Manage:
that vehemently."
struck
me
somewhat
dumb
Or
my head. "We don't want to
Nina Scbmir and Cindy Strowmaa.
one
lhyees.
to
totals' 41 no %cites, and
dumber,
if
you
prefer),
but
I
lose
Managers
"We."
him."
Ad Production
quickly regained my wits and
I was worried, hut not for my
i finished the tabulation with
asked the obvious question:
well-being or anything like that.
a sigh of relief. We had met the
"Which column?"
Instead,
I
was
worried
about
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Response
Robbing the cookie jar and murdering babies
hands into the Social Security
cookie jar. They used the
In my last letter comparing money for various social and
the top-ticket candidates, I governmental programs, counstated that Bentsen is pro-life. ting on the baby boom generaI have since learned from a tion to repay their selfreputable source that Bentsen approved loan. Then during the
does support the barbaric act of 70's the Democratic-controlled
Congress dipped their hands inabortion.
to the cookie jar again, counwill
that
issue
an
is
Abortion
affect senior citizens the rest of ting on this generation to repay
their lives, therefore they that self-approved loan. Proshould be fearful as the blem?! As they decided to have
November election approaches. today's generation pay back
The Great Depression left this self-approved loan, they
them with the image of the also decided to abort this
Democrats as being God. But generation. Over 20,000,000
much has changed since the since 1973, at a current rate of
30's. The Democrats have, 1,500,000 abortions in the
taken some dangerous turns names of choice and conveand made some dangerous deci- nience. The summer of 1988 is
sions, one involving abortion important in America's future,
because there were far fewer 15
and Social Security.
In the post World War 11 year olds to go to work and pay
years the Democrats stuck their into the Social Security cookie
To the editor

jar because they were aborted.
The current decline in
America's population with far
fewer births has alarmed census
bureaus across the country.
Abortion has largely contributed to it.
This raises a big question as
I observe the campaigns this
fall. The Question?! "If a candidate for office will not defend
the life of an unborn child
because that unborn child (lot'
whatever reason) is not convenient to have around, how can
I depend on said candidate to
defend YOUR LIFE, if elected,
when the issue of convenience
arises, such as a bankrupt
Social Security?"
Michael Dukakis recently has
said, "I want a national Health
Care plan that will give both
mother and unborn child the
healthy start in life they need!"

Rape reporteitto rio avail
About an hour later while
walking down the hall the
"TO ALL MEN," was abuser's door was opened and
I looked in. Seeing this almost
written in the October 5th issue
made me sick. This poor girl
of The Daily Maine Campus in
was draped on the bed and not
a response article. The rest of
moving, not even knowing
the sentence and letter went on
what was going on.
to urge all men to report
That's bad enough, but to
abusive acts so the decriminamy knowledge he is still enrolltion of women would stop. I
ed at this college. In fact he livthink that's a start, but not at
ed on the same hall as my
the right place.
girlfriend. I would like to hear
To make I.kirw_titc_wy abort I
an explanation to tins problem
witnessed a rape. Yes, I did
I have. To Sue Estler, John
report it; actually three of my
Halstead, and Thomas Aceto.
Lira
.
doors.
I comment your efforts, but in
rape. The girl who was abused
my mind your letter is moot. If
was only 16. She apparently
_you're going to ask males and
came down from up north to—
females alike to report abusive
see her sister. When I first saw
behavior please make sure some
her she was falling down drunk,
consequences will have to be
and I offered to take care of
paid.
her. Another guy, living near
If you would like to inme (the abuser) took over,
vestigate this matter, all the
aggressively.

To the editor:

records and statements are at
the U.M.P.D . There are also
records and accounts of the
U.V.A.C. ambulance attendants who I called to the scene
Please reaffirm that both of
our efforts are either working
make a dent.
or are goir
Name

seld on request

Editor's
• UMaine Police
Chief A la,"4 •nolds told The
pally Maine canirmis that the'
above case was investigated and
brought It.the District At;n:i iiai Jic revuesi
frjj
that an indictment be brought
against the student, which the
D.A. denied.
Reynolds urges all students
to report any incidents of rape
to the public safety department.
"We will investigate complaints to thefullest extent," he
said.

The fact is, the Dukakis ticket
defends and 'promotes' the
barbaric slaughter of America's
unborn, through abortion.
That's not what I call a healthy
start in life! I guess genocide is,
in his view, a healthy climax in
life too!!!
The Democrats have stood in
support of America's holocaust
of the unborn, which are
America's future, for some
time, while the Republican party stands to defend all life. The
Democrats haphazard policy of
'spend now— let the next
generation pay later" is the
cause of the deficit. Remember,
we are not under a Reagan dictatorship. Congress has the last
say on all national affairs, including the budget. During the
Reagan years the Democraticcontrolled Congress opposed
Rcagan's economic policies

Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or
less, and guest columns
about 450 words. In
order to verify the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and
telephone number.
Although The Daily
welcomes anonymous letters, it will nix print them
unless a special arrangement for not using the
name has been made with
the editor.
II/lily

Ralph L. Poland Jr.

Special
thanks
To the editor:
I would like to thank Bubba,
for letting me study in a quiet
classroom he just cleaned.
There aren't many Janitors
on campus who would let a student study in a quiet area

Maine

Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and
ZtE,
columns for
and libel.

I hope maybe more irlio read
this do so as well.
Again ruiiiik-you.
et

Pam Stone

Come out and
meet Bananas
To the Editor:
October brings with it many
things. A foliage spectacular, a
round or two of prelims. and
most traditionally the University of Maine's Homecoming
weekend. At this time each year
parents, friends and alumni
flock to campus to watch Black
Bear Football, shop at the annual craft fair, visit with friends
and reminisce about their
UMaine experiences.
Someone else on this campus
goes on a trip down memory
lane this time of year. Who's
that you ask? Bananas our
UMaine mascot. Legend has it
that about this time of year he
tires of perching on his pedastal
out in front of Memorial Gym
and gets down to take a leisurely stroll through campus. Unfortunately Bananas takes his
yearly walk late at night—

O

Our future depends on our
vote straight Republican.
Abort the Duke and Adopt
Bush!

Campus

Maine

T.!
1 ..

most of the time. If Reagan had
a line by line veto, the budget
could have been weeded out,
keeping the deficit low and
chipping it away.
If the elderly want true protection, it won't be found in the
Dukakis blank check, toppled
budget, social programs that
will only push the Democrats
hands deeper in the Social
Security cookie jar. Rather,
protection may be found in the
practical management of
Bush/Quayle '88.

when we're all most hkey not to
see him.. The only evidence of
his visit tire those BIG BLUE
PAW PRINTS that appear the
next morning. This year
Banana's should expect a little
company on his visit. Members
of the Student Alumni Association are planning to stake out
Bananas and fill him in on all
the campus news as he follows
the sidewalks from North Campus around to the President's
house and back to his permanent home. After we members
chat with Bananas we'd love to
share our conversation with
you. So keep your eyes open
Wednesday or Thursday
night— because you never
know who you might see. The
tradition continues Happy
Homecoming U Mainc!!!!!
Melanie Jones
SAA Penobscot Hall

The Daily
October 13, 1988.
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Campus Comics
by Matt Lewis

Fred

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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---(Continued from page II
()set the phone to tell us whether to
take them or lease them."
?If l'VAC is at the scene and we
find that we have a student that we're
concerned about and the counselor
says he can stay, we',11 have to leave
the scene," she saidf. "It's a moral.issue.
But Dwight Rideout, assistant vice
president and dean of Student Services, said not much has changed.
"Emergencies at night always went
to a local hospital and that continues
to exist," he said. "What has changed is that someone who wakes up at
2 a.m. and has a sore throat, who
might have gone to the infirmary',
can't do that anymore."
Those students will be inconvenienced because they will either have
to wait until morning or go to Eastern
Maine Medical Center in Bangor, he
said.
UV AC. though, is distressed about
the situation, Sampson said.
Rideout said a plan is being
developed that will give night-time
counseling services to on-campus
students.
"The idea is that of a holding bed
in one of the dorms. The counselors
will, be able to sec the students
thert;" • he said.
_. The implementation of this plan
will help resolve the counseling problem. A search for a coordinator of
nurses followed by the hiring of
nurses will restore the health center's
services to 24 hours a day, Rideout
said.
"It's a goal we're committed
to," he said.
Dr. Roberta Berrien, director of
Cutler Health Center, would not talk
with the Daily Maine Campus about
the issue.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Chi Omega was no longer an official
UMaine sorority.
Dutton said Inspiration Week;
during which pledges learn the mottos and secrets of the sororities, is a
chance for the women to become
familiar with UMaine sororities.
University officials are still investigating the Sept. 25 incident in
which 16 Alpha Chi Omega pledges
were blindfolded and taken to Mount
Hope Cemetery in Bangor.
The pledges were told to walk between two rows of sorority members.
When they reselett the end. they
were asked how they felt about the
sorority and then "branded" with a
hot stamp bearing Alpha Chi
Omega's letters.
As a result of the incident, the
university has withdrawn official
recognition of Alpha Chi Omega.
The sorority cannot apply for readmission to the university for two
years.
Both D,.,uttesin and Turner agreed
that the incident and the subsequent
dismissal of Alpha Chi Omega,
although unfortunate, will ultimately stengthen the university's greek
system.
"It scared people and made people aware that they roust get back to
their ultimate goal,"'Turner said.
"Those left are strong and will
strengthen (the greek system).
Everyone will hase to pull
together."
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Sports
Miami-Notre Dame battle set
By the Associated Press
Miami-Notre Dame just another
game? Not quite.
It may be, as Duffy Daugherty once
said about a particular game, "not life
and death. It's more important than
that."
For understatement, we give you
Miami Coach Jimmy Johnson: "I think
in the last few years the Notre DameMiami rivalry has stirred interest on a
• national basis as much as any other
garlic in the country."
- For overstatement, we give you Notre
Dame coach Lou Holtz: "You look at
the record and Notre Dame has had
trouble even staying on the field with
Miami the last four times they've
played. Miami has just dominated the
football games, and I don't know if
we're capable of making it close this
time."
The last two games arc the ones that
stick in Notre Dame's craw. There was
the 58-7 massacre in 1985 in Gerry
Faust's swan song. Notre Dame tried to
- set even Wit year and VI whipped
again. 240.
Those pines were in Miami. This
one's in South Bend, where No. 1
Miami is a 3-I/2-point favorite over No.
4 Notre Dame. Miami has had two
weeks to prepare for Notre Dame's option and remember how the Hurricanes
stuffed Oklahoma's wishbone. The pick
is ... Miami 24-17.
Last week's prediction record was
38-12-1-.760; and for the season,
216-77-2-.737. Against the point spread.
last week's mark was 18-17-1-.514; on
the year. 88-95-1-.481.

Tyson's wife not
gold disnier. says
divorce lawyer
NEW YORK (AP) — Actress Robin
Givens plans to meet with estranged husband Mike Tyson this weekend to
discuss a possible settlement of her
divorce action against the heavyweight
champion, according to a published
report Wednesday.
New York Newsday quoted Raoul
Felder, Givens's attorney, as saying the
meeting may take place in New York
and that he was hopeful that either a
reconciliation or a settlement could be
worked out between the couple.
Felder also decried criticism from the
Tyson camp that his client was after the
boxer's money. "When someone is called a golddigger in my book they're asking for money. In my 30 conversations
with Miss Givens she has never asked
about money," he said.
The New York Daily News reported,
meanwhile, that Tyson's right hand was
back in a cast. The cast was put on by
a Cleveland doctor, but it was unckar
whether the injury was new or a fracture at the same spot broken during an
August s.reet scuffle, the paper said
Tyson, 22, is staying at the farm of
promoter Don King east of Cleveland
and was unavailable for comment. A
security guard answering the phone at
the King complex said he was 2itthnriz
ec1 only to take messages.

Regardless of what Notre Dame does,
it won't be a good day for Faust, whose
Akron team visits No. 12 Auburn. There
is no line on the game. Here's why ...
Auburn 56-0.
No. 16 Washington at No. 3 Southern
California (favored by 14): Southern
California 31-14.
No. 10 Oklahoma State at No. 7
Nebraska (by 9): Nebraska 31-21.
No 2 UCLA (by 20) at California:
UCLA 42-14.
East Carolina at No."'Florida State
(by 29): Florida State 42-10.

No. 8 South Carolina (by 14-1/2) at
Georgia Tech: South Carolina 30-13.
Kansas State at No. 9 Oklahoma (by
42): Oklahoma 63-7.
Duke at No. 11 Clemson (by 11-1/2):
Clemson 35-21.
New Mexico at No. 14 Wyoming (by
44):
Wyoming 52-14.
No. 15 Michigan (by 6-1/2) at Iowa:
Upset Special o( the Wk... Iowa
No. 17 Arkansas (by 6) at Texas:

•Gavett

(Continued from page 1

President Arthur
Johnson on Jan. 28, 1986, the appointment of a three-year contract signed by
Athletic Director Kevin White Jan. 28,
1988, and a summary of the payroll of
Gavett for the 1988 calendar year.
The payroll records show that Gavot
earned $24,000 in regular salary op unfit June, received a $36,000 lump sum
payment.'and earned $2,880 for summer
teaching.
Gannett, howeser, believes there are
other documents that they have not had
access to, and should be able to view
under Maine's Freedom of Access Law.
"We are seeking information that is
properly a matter of public information," Murphy said in a July 19
response to Lick.
After releasing the four documents to
Gannett, the university suggested that
"any other documents existing in its file

were confidential and therefore not accessible to the newspaper."
Originally Gannett requested the information in the July 5 letter, and Lick
responded on July 13, saying, "On
behalf of the university I must respectfully decline your request."
Murphy responded on July 19, saying he did not want any information
from Gavett's personnel file but did seek
"any final written disciplinary decision"
by the university.
Richard Hayden, the university's
counsel, replied July 27 to Murphy, saying he had reviewed Lick's July 13
response and said Lick clearly stated the
absence of such a university record.
Gannett's attorney. John J. Flaherty,
wrote to Hayden in disagreement on
Aug. 10. He questioned the wording in
Lick's letter, saying it was not clear in

Mrs 14liogem.1 +SsAtirrars
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Second Upset Special ... Texas 24-21.
Minnesota at No. 18 Indiana (by 19):
Indiana 28-17.
Kentucky at No. 19 LSU (by 13): LSU
31-13.
No. 20 Florida (by 6-1/2)at Vanderbilt: Third Upset Special ... Vanderbilt
24-20.
Alabama (by 7-1.2) at Tennessee:
Fourth Upset Special ... Tennessee
•
3124.
Hawaii(by 6-1/2) at San Diego State:
Fifth Upset Special ... San Diego
State 35-28.

1.1.1111.1GLIL -16If

He liked the product so much, he
bought the whole team.
That's logic we are led to believe
in those Rernrnington commercials
with Victor Kiam, who recently purchased the New England Patriots,
along with new minority owner Fran
Murray.
Kiam is purchasing a franchise in
transition from a family, the
Sullivans, who ran the team almost
into financial ruin and have yet to
hammer out a deal for their stadium,
described by Mike Barnicle as "an
open-air urinal."
Such is the mote-or-less negative
- attitude surrounding the Pats so far
this season with the exception of the
local wonder boy, Doug Flutie, who
might be the answer against an Indiananpolis or a Green Bay (although
it did not turn out that way), but is
not the type of quarterback who can
- to the Super Bowl.
lead a team
And that is just when the troubles
began, back at Sup-ti Bowl XX.
Some stray cocaine, a humiliating
loss, and it's all been downhill from
there. 8-7 last season; another slow
suirt this fall; which way is this team
going?
Steve Grogan finally looks as if all
that pounding is getting to him. Tom

riIL

his mind if Lick "was aware of a
decision-type document, but feels it does
not fit the precise quoted description
provided by Mr. Murphy."
F. Paul Frinsko, special counsel for
the UMaine System, wrote the final two
correspondences. On Aug. 18, he told
Flaherty that, as set forth in Lick's July 13 letter,"We would suggest that you
contact Mr. Gavett directly for any further information."
The final paragraph of the letter,
however, reiterated the denial for a
Change in the university's prior
response.
"The university is not required to
disclose documents which contain
medical information, performance
evaluation or information pertaining to
complaints, charges or accusations of
misconduct as such documents are confidential by statute," the letter said.
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Dan Bustard
Ramsey failed to do the job and I've
never been a big Tony Eason fan.
The defense, once led by a good
linebacker corps, was good enough
until the retirement of Steve NeLson
and Don Blackmon, with the
weakness in the defensive line really
showing through. With Kenneth
"Legwhip" Sims out with another
major injury, the battle for control
of the line of scrimmage is being lost
badly.
So Victor, what do you think?
What is your reason for buying a
team going downhill with some quality debt hanging around its neck?
Can Kiam turn the team around?
Or will he be the New England version of George Steinbrenner?
Is Flutie the answer? Doubtful.
can youth he served through young
legs like John Stevens and Rob
"Prmt't pay the" Perryman? It is too
early to tell, especially with the offensive line not performing up to expectations early.
And why, Vic, why 3,:e you yttiiii!
Billy Sullivan remain as president and

Patrick Sullivan as general manager?
It was these two who are mostly
responsible for the whole dilemma,
along with a bad investment in the
Michael Jackson Victory tour.
Maybe they are just the transitional
government, so to speak, paving the
way for some new blood that will
team with Coach Ray Berry (if he is
still around) and produce another
AFC East playoff contender.
Now, noting my negative,tone, you
might think I view the situation as
hopeless and, seeing that there is
some interest in the new ownership to
move the Patriots, might want that
to become a reality.
No, this is not something I would
cherish. It just seems to me that old
Vic should stick with his imitation
Bic, if you catch my drift. The New
England Patriots are not the greatest
bargain in the National Football
League market, not to mention all the
problems with the players' union and
Gene Upshaw being under investigation by the government.
You should have watched this team
play before you bought the whole
thing, Vic.
Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
major from Presque Isle

'
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Wildfires ultimately help land
by TOM SCH1ERHOLZ
The Christian Science Mont:or
BILLINGS, Mont. — In the end,
wilderness areas will be helped rather
than hurt by this year's massive
wildfires. This, at least, is the opinion
of park officials as well as most wildlife
scientists and environmentalists.
There is no question that fires are
costly.
So far this yea!, nearly 70,000 fires
have affected more than 4 million acres,
according to the Boise Inter-Agency Fire
Center. Thirty thousand firefighters are
battling blazes in eight Western states
and Alaska. Eight people have been killed in fire-related incidentl. Inditnoke
has been sighted on the East Coast. The
cost of battling this year's blazes so far
totals $323 million.
But scientific _crudies show that fire is

part of a healthy ecosystem.
"These forests have lived with fire for
10,000 to 12,000 years," says John
%lark", chief of research at Yellowstone
National Park.
Combatting public notions about fire
is, however, difficult, wildlife experts
note, given the social values — the
"Bambi syndrome," some call it —
that color human judgments about
wildlife.
These values, they say, directly influenced the government's fire management strategies for the better part of this
century. For example, the policy of the
National Park Service was until 1972 to
supress all wildfires — natural or manmade. Since then, NTS has allowed
naturally occurring fires to burn
themselves out untended, provided they
do not threateii-human life or property.
in addition, wilderness and wildlife

managers say, people whose businesses
you really have to reference a specific
depend on the appearance of plentiful ecosystem." says Doug Piirto of
plant and animal life (tourist hotel California Polytechnic State University,
owners and back-country outfitters, for who is researching the effects of fire on
example), and who are most outspoken plant pathogens found on the giant seshow thciffects of fire, often are not quoias of California. What is a detriqualified to make .the best judgments ment to one system may be beneficial to
about the ecology on which they another, Dr. Piirto says.
depend.
In addition, others say, long-term
"They are perfectly happy to accept benefits often outweigh short-term
tourism," says George Allen, a U.S. losses.
Fish and Wildlife Service biologist here,
Forests are "a dynamic system."
but bristle at the suggestion that fire says James Habeck, a plant ecologist at
should be allowed to take its natural the University of Montana. Fire and
course. "We are enjoying the benefits wildlife management policies "arc made
of past burns" right now, he says.
by men to make Mother Nature conEstablishing a generalized picture of form."
the effects of this season's unusually —. - But man can only count his successes
widespread fires is difficult, because efin policymakina. Dr. Habeck says,
fects may vary widely based on difwhen Mother Nature is not flexing her
ferences in ecosystems and fire behavior.
muscles."
When speaking of the effects of fire,
Still, there is disagreement within the
scientific and environmental communities over how much is too much of
a good thing.
"There is definitely debate." says
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•-Fires

(Continued from page 11)

Thomas Swetnarn of the Laboratory of
Tree-Ring Research at the University of
Arizona. What is agreed, he says, is that
without fire, wilderness ecosystems
"become decadent, disused."
In certain areas — in particular in
Yellowstone National Park and surrounding national forest lands — while
there may be consensus among scientists
and environmentalists that fire is good
for nature, there is also debate over
whether the effects of fires in those areas
this year will be tainted by man.
Critics of park and forest service
policies point out that before the "let
burn" policy of 1972, natural fuels had
been allowed to build up on the forest
floor to unnaturally high levels. That
fuel buildup was never reduced, they
say, before this year's fires ignited the
largest fires in Yellowstone in 200 to 400
years.
"We were telling them that 80 to 90
years of fire suppression has to be dealt
with," says Habeck. The "let burn"

policy's deficiency "never got identified," he says.
The concern over the fuel buildup,
others say, is that this year's fires may
have burned hotter and wider than
nature intended — damaging the
building blocks of new life by sterilizing the soil.
Not so, says Yellowstone's John
Varley: "The vast majority of fires have
light-to-moderate effect on soils.'
In addition, he says, fires are not as
widespread as commonly thought.
Within the perimeter of a fire, there are
"vast green islands of unburned territory" which remain "entirely untouched."
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Many areas within the perimeter of
the fire remain largely untouched, and
only a fraction are severely blackens
Here is how a typical northern Rocky
Mountain forest responds to fire.
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Though fires may destroy foliage
plant structures above ground, the
superstructure below remains largely
unaffected. Once fire has passed, grasses
and small plants revive within eight
weeks or less. Areas of Yellowstone National Park which burned earlier in the
summer are already showing signs of
regrowth.

In the most badly affected areas, large
numbers of microbes found in topsoils
may be destroyed by fire, but they are
reintroduced by wind and by travelling
on larger forms of life.
Given their high reproductive rates,
scientists say, they regenerate quickly
and are able to support the regrowth of
plants.
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